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SPEEOI-I TEMPO I

Sidney Wood

June 'ì9?e

1. INTRODUOTION :.

Tempo is not one of the more fnequently explored areas of speech research,

and any possiblê cohsequéneés of tempo:variation for'other phonetic phe-

nomèna haVeiall toó'often beén taken for granted. Unf,ortunately;:,'the '

situation'iå'complicated by pitfalls-of definition and hazards of"numerical

treatment.

If we glance'at':sbme of'the elementary' textbooks we find the foll-owing.

Jones: ( 1g6?i. $a3.)' put thti"ävbrage, conversational r.ate of native English

speakers at 30CI' Èyl1ab1-es'a minute'and recommended th:is aB a convenient

target for foreign learners. Gimson .(''rcA2r25) makdb several brief observa-

tions'in'ont óhort:paragraph Ín ei disCussion of quantity and duration:

(i) t'tne'absolute duration'of ;sbunds"or syllables will, of course, depend

on the sÉeéd of utteiance"i'Iii];"'tn aVërd$e rate of delivery might con-
-j.. '

tain anything-from'ö to'2O'stlunds për second'i, and IiiiJ "lCIwer and higher
r..i-i..;'

speeds'are frequóntfy used withöut loss cif. intelligibility". These simple

statementd álóne discfose'a numÉer of fundamental problems. F{ou¿ ís'speak:
. i. i :.. .,-

ingirate to de measüred? {Ïn 'isounds" or "syllables", rreitlier .e..919-e.-p.!-'-r-'-

'':
being easy' to 'Uefine?:).'Vühat is thé- rãnge of variation' of ' èpeak'Írrg :rate?

i,

How faf do durations of other physical'phenomena: depend 'On speaking;rate?:

0"rt'"onu"rs'ely;-rhow fã.r..i.s speaking rate a distuirbing factor in investiga-

tions concerning physical quantitíes in speech?'How are sp;eaking rate and

-..: ¡

intelligibility related? Another authorr:;'Abelcrombie ( 1SOZ:' 46), has the

following tcÍ éai'a'óijut speech ratel'(l'11'* *-o Isþeed of speaking)'is"bdst
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measured by rate of syllable succession, Iii) tempo is variable, anU (iii)

"everyone who starts learning a foreign language has the impression that

its speakers use an exceptionally rapid tempo". Hís third observation in-

dicates a further area of interest - what is perceived rate? Yet another

area is revealed by Heffner I1SOO: 5e.tJ who discusses in partícular the

maximum rate of articulation available to man.

"Tempo" is not one síng1e, unamÞiguous concept, but has in fact been

used to denote the speed of "severql different processes in speech produe-

tion. And "speed" ha5 a special sense when applied to speech tempo. Ït

refers to frequency of repetition and the rate measures give the number

of.gpsssh units occurring in a dçfined period of tj-me fwordsr morphemest

syllables¡ phonemes, gestures etc.). lt does not refer to 
"glgc:i}¿. 

But

the question has been raiqed, as to whether or not we do accelerebe articu-

lator velocities when we "s,peak faster". .i 1

Tt :is customary to make a fundarnenta] distinction between gross rates

based on the tqtal time of speaking Ii.e, including pauses) and net rates

based on the periods of actual utterance (i.t..excluding pauses). These

two types of measure have neceived various names. Goldman-Eisler found it

convenient to refer to talking rate as a measufe of the enti-re,cognitive

and articulatory activíty involved in the production of an utterance and
i . .{.. : .

articul rat for the amount of speech produced in the time actively

taken to pz:oduce it. KelLy and Steer I tS+S) have over-all rate ( comprising

"intentional pauses and uni.ntentional pauses as well as meaningful words

spoken in the elapsecl time") and phrase by phrase r ,ex1f¡Uiny

pauses. [A Uecision on "meaningful words" is important 
1inc3 

sgioner o",,,,,

later the invesligator must face uq to the problQm,,of what t1 Oo ,Wit! the 
,

hesitant repetitÍons and uhms and. ahs of sjppnaneous utteranc:s, ) Cfgv31ger
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and 0l,ark (tSO3) define three meaeures based on !g!g]-!199, Ehrege:-titng'

and pause tíme. In addition to qross rate (making no distinction between

pause time and phrase. timeJ and intra:ptfqsg-;la'e (.based on phrase time

only), they suggest that percentase of pause ( pause tírne as a proportion

of total time) cqn also be a useful measure of rate l

..The difference betweçn these measures.can'be illustrated with some

data Êor my infermant l, a speaker of ,l/est Greenlandic Eskimo, who has

read a page fnom a.novel. Hiq style was.'f'air1,y.casual..He utteled 333 s'ytr--

lab1es in 31 phrqses,in a total time of :?4 secondsr a gggËg [tatkitg,) rete

of 4.,5 syllsfsee..,H,iE,pauses a.meunted to 24 seconds ISZ $ of the time or

roughly one thirdJ, which means that he actively produced the 333 syllables

in 5o seponds, ,qn 'gv@,[or iintra-phreeg) qgtg af 6,?

sylLsfseq. The gross r.ate,,indicates how fast he'wes comf¡unicating,[i,e. ,eom-

posi¡g and transmitting his message), bu,t tells us:nothing of how fast he

r¡ras uttering speech fwhich rnight indicate thç ,Ioad on ,the,;artioulators and

possibly,be,related to the deqreéiof coartioulation and reduction, etc¡);r '

Fig. 1 shq$/s the cumulative frequency of , net. intraohras€. ,soñtenge,or. '

artieulatisn rates ,in in,divfdual,phreses foï','this informant [f).,Hq''vanied

between 4,? and 8.7 syLlsf aec'in rineividual phrases, the average .being " ,:

about:6.5 sylls/:sec. Fon most of;the, time (66 /o of. his phrases) he ranged:

within.5¡8. - ?.6 syltsf sec.' Another type o.f',ipresentation:is given aË Flg,,

Zta) which shows how his net articulation nate fluctuated phrase by phrase.

. 
"i/e 

should not now be surpri,sed:to díscover thet 'rtempo!''or,'lspeech ratel'

êre,used wíth different meanings by different authÇrE. For:.examp1e, Kozhev-

nikov and'.Chistovitch (ISOS) finst defined tempo.,as the speecl with Whtch an

articulatory,programme i-s accomplished'Ip, ?7),and:subsequentl¡z'as the ,

speed of successÍon of índividual commands as rlistihot from the sËeecl çf indi-
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vidsel mgvemen$"s [p.-90)",....They accuse Stetson, Hudgins and Moses:(ISAO) of

confusiong the issue by faíling to obse.rve -this distinction. These three

authors were studying the ranges of temporally constrained gestures, which

is itself a legitimate area of invpstigqtion. Their aim was to study fac-

tors influencing the interpretation of palatograms and their conclusions

are consequently sf relevance for experiment design. This is a very differ-

ent area from,Koihevnikov and Chistovitch's interesting speculations re-

garding the programming of speech articulatíon. fn yet another arear

Kqplgren's intereFt in the application of informátion theory to speech

led him to place emphasis on the rate at which the content'of the under-

lying message was transmitted.

Kozhevnikov ar1Ç ChistpV.ftch explicitly e¡cludpd..en .interpretatir:n of

speeclr.rate as a source of interference distorting the rlata. It ma¡¿ seem

tempting to regard the duration depency. of many gestures or acoustic fea-

tures Idescr.íbed byr for examp]e, Stetson et alia IIS+OJ, Lindblot IfSO¡]

or Bay Itg6g]) as a form of transmitter nolse, ref]ecting the inability

of the transmittef Çon'!p.9ne¡ts tp function adequately when temporally con-

strained. But there is an alternatíve view. Karlgren expressed- the opinion

that the reductions often associated'with rapid speech are a measure of

coding efficiency, which is the very'opposite'to interference from noise.

Liberman et alia ( fSOZ) have emphasized the necessity for res,tructuring

phonemes to overcome the inability of the ear to resolve discrete elements

arriving at the rates of phoneme ffow customar.y in speech' Dr'of the arti-

culators .to produce separate disti,nct gestures at such rates,¡ They suggest

that ,,dividing the load amonE the artibulators alfows each to operate at

at reasonable pace, and tightening the code keeps the i-nformatioñ rate

hÍgh. It is this kind 'of '' ' ' r'ì:
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para}lel'processing that makes it possible to,get high:speed performance with

low speed machinery,.. " !

And yet the range qf definitions outlined above represents only a few of

the possibilíties. The treatment of.pauses requires careful eonsideration

since this determines the duration measured for tlre speech sample, Similarly,

the speech units counted can,be concrete or abstract, in various degrees. Oare

must be given to the treatment of reduced segments. There is wide freedom for

combining decisions on .these few factors alone. Nêither of the two quantities

involvqd in the computatipn of speech r:ate - duration and amount of speech -

is a priori defined and the number of'possible def;initions of speech rate be-

comes, theoretLcally, infinitely large. Nor have we yet'tried to handle acce--

leratÍon,or retardation, , :

The literature revíewed below ,is not exha.ustive - it represents'what ie

aceeesible to'm.e at present. The topics treated appeared to fall naturally in-

to the follouring areass . :

measurement of duration. ($ Z)

: -.,suitab1e quanta of speech ($ g)

- estimates of normal tempo'[$ ¿) :

ì : - cognitive activity, planníng ($ Sl

- why tempo varies t$ o) : :

= what happeng when tempo varÍes ($ Z)

- information theory ($ O)

-,, :. : - the .perception of teqrpo [$ g) : :

- experiment design [$ 10) , '

.i

2. .MEASUREMENT OF DURATTON

Eartry. investigatorrs were faced with considerahle measuring difficulties. For

many years the typical design was to use the stopwatch f'or tne.asrrrj-rrg ritt'crl-:i n¡r
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[*.g. Roudet), subsequently supplemented by the gramophcine for storing and

reproducing the speeeh sample fWi¡ma, 1938). It was hard.Iy possible to deter-

mine the articulation rate by these means - at best the estimation of pause

durations'*.s ,rrry rough, at worst it could only be a blind guess (Wi¡ma

'quotes Boufdon I lg Z] evaluating a colon as two c,ommas, a stop as four

commás and a comma as 0.3?5 seconds). the'improvement of spectro-analysers,

lrk oscillographs and magnetic tape recorders Inowadays all standard items

of equipment in the phonetics laboratory) has eased the difficulty of meã-

suring the duration of defined stretches of speech. However, the stopwatch

is not entirely extinct and was used as recerÍtly as 1969 by Cook for deter-

mining the gross overall talking rate of his interview subjectd.

But while there are hardly any technical problems'today as'to how to mea-

sure duretion, no amount of hardware can identify arid isolate the units of

speech whose duration is to be measured. A possible exeeÞtion is Verzearin's

electronÍc analyser I 1SSO) which had the ostensibly straight-forward task of

measuring entire phrase and pause durations and acCumulating anci counting

them in distri-butional cells. Yet such an analyser would be unable to dis-

tinguish hesitant repetitions and uhms and ahs from meaningful speech. There

are also difficutties involved in the selection of a suitable minimum pause

duration for such a machine to define the end of a phrase, as Verzeano him-

self subsequently discusses in ItSSl). ff,e theoretical and practica] diffi-

culties of segmenting speech into smal]er units remain. Tn Kozhevnikov and

Chistovichrs words IISOS:et), there are two irreconcilable and mutually ex-

clusive requirements for the segment to contain all the cues of the speech

sound and yet be discrete. Karlgrenr s equipment ( tgOZ) chopped the speech

signal into 1 second portions, but the analysis was done by'hand. Kozhevnikov
.t ,.
and Chistovitch (pp. Zg-41) placed electrodes on the lips and roof of the
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mouth so that labial or coronal gestures would close electric ci-rcuits.

Test sentences were then designed with consonants eontaíning one or othe1.
\j

of these gestures, Huggins I tSOe) has pointed out the arbitrary character of

the decision to let one single gesture mark the segment broundary, A segment
I

is composed of several coordinated gestures and an error of timirrg of one
:

gesture does not necessarily indicate a displacement of the entire segment.

Lisker, in a review of the literature on temperal aspects of speech (tSlS),

also emphasises the arbitrariness of segmenting smaller unÍts and points to

the syllable or word as convenient units for by-passing this difficulty.

The..next section is devoted to the problem of selectrnn 
", =rit"Of* speeeh

unit.

:., :, : .

3. SUTTABLE QUANTA OF SPEECH

Hegedüs (ßel), Fônagy and Magdics I tsoO), Osser and Peng ( tgeAJ, anci
. 1 :|

Gårding (rcAl) counted e!Sæ!gE. 0sser and Peng give the follorving motive

for rejectin¡¡ the syllable in flavour of tl¡e plroneme in a comparlson of Eng-

lish and Japanese speaking rates - they feared that the simplicity of Japa.-

nese syllable structure compared wj-th the complexi-ty of the English could

bias their results.
. ! :.r;,

In order to minimize the difficulty of segmenting the speech rsave into
l , . .. .. j t .. i. I ;.1.', ,

individual phonemes, Kcrzhevnikov and Chistovitch used tlre sum of all conso-
1

nants and the sum of all- vou¡els in a test sentence c¡f one of their experi-
':: .. :' j .' , -., .. . , 'i"1

ments, thereby reducing the number of segment bounciaries that had to be
,:,:'

identified"
j

l ' .i.;

The syllablg is probably the most customary unit for rate measures. It
'i:l:

has been used, for example, by Roudet, !'Jijma, Goldman-Eis1er, Meinhold,
''; ' ì ..........". 'll

Grosjean and Deschamps and by Malêeot et alia. Repeated syltables were also
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used for establishÍng maximum possible rates of articulabion Ior gesture

repetition rates) by Stetson, Heffner, Lehiste and Sigurd.

Fairbanks et a}ía, Goldman-Eis1er and Cook have counted words..

Kelly and Steer, confronted with this problem of choosing a suitable speeclr

unit, observed that measures of speaking rate based orr syllables o:^ words

were well correlateO [O.e+) in American Engl-islr and r.:onciuded that either

dstimate would give substantially the same result. An irnportan'b factor in-

fluencing such a correlation must be the i,lord structure of the language in

question. For example, in languages like Swahili or Eski-mo, s'Lrings of mor''-

phemes form relatively long words whereas the ccrrespoirdir:g morpheme se-

quence in English would yield a number of separate shorter wo:'ds. The distlj-

bution of word lengths in the speech samples from fcur of my informants is

given in Table 1 to demonstrate this point" The most frequent rvord iength

in the Eskimo text (f) was 3 syllables (ZZ "lù r,vhile a further' 50 % urere 4 *- ?

syllab1es l-ong. The mean was 4,2 sytlables. ttre most frequent Swahili (HJ

word length was 2 sytlables (at /") while a furi.l:sr 40 c/o were 3 - 5 syllables

long. The mean was 2.8 syllables. The most'irequent [nglisir wcrd length t:::

1 syllable IZO y'o for the General American info::r,rant G and 68 y'o f'or tlre

Southern British informant å), witfr means ofl 1"6 syll-able's an:1 1.5 syllables

respectively. A high correlation is surely to be expecled between word anii

syllable rate in English when as many as ?A'þ af tire words used are monosyl*

labíc. This does not detract from the valjdity of Kelly and S'beerls cori-

clusions regarding English, but it does complicate cross--linguistlc coinpari-

sons. There is no correlation between word and syllabic rates in this Eskimo

sample, where only 10 o/" of the words were mûnosyllabico --"

An even larger unit, the entire g!¡*g k¡etween pauses" was user, by Hendei'.'

son et a1ía and Verzeano.
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, , 5,""19f*T
( tS62) obqerving that the message is conveyed whatever the

phonetic distortion of speech, suggested that the number ol= morphemes
'.' . I i'¡ l: ';' 1'1 ' f.r-Î-*

( in a reconstructed full version of the message underlyi-ng the utter-
r., ,i', ..-. i.,.,: ;. ,.

ance) transmitted per unit of time would be a suitable measure of the
." . , : . : r ":

rate at which information is transmítted in speech.
--.: I l:Ì :. ,1". . .-. -:' i:ì' i .r " :': . i '

The varying degree of abstractness or concreteness of the preferred
': Ì" li: :-li

unit does not facilitate quantification of the speech uttered.
. ..-,. .. .. ir',. , r:...::. ': ,. ,: ..': . i .:'ì.

The abstract or concrete character oi- the phoneme has always been a
iJ',,,,,,,,.:i'-..¡'-,;'i;l'.:;'i".'.1''.:

controversial matter. Nor is the syllable entirely free from differ-

ences of opinion about how concrete or abstra¡t it is [cfo Ma1-mberg
,.. ':;,;r,,,:.,i,.i', ': r'.:'-i:...l ,:!.. :'|'i'i;i 1.,.:"i.'f'1¡!-;rt:¡i¡ l

1955, 1966: chapt. 11). Further, now that generative models for phono-

et up under-
. !': . i,-"j"

r-j. !i : I l : .:

I lì:

of abstractnËBs
j,.:.. ,r:: i.

duced to zero in
;.. .ì ì.:r.,,.ri...ì .'

everyday spe

l. !

relates at the phonetic surface, Even the word is not free fro;n

Iogy are attraeting attention, it has become possible to s
, .'r. ....,,.;,.,: '.i.....:.,. 

',:':. .-ìiì,':l. ir "r'1

lying segments of phoneme or syllabl-e size that never have phSusical cor-
¡,1:1 ;-.,, ì t.-ìÌ . i1.: i,.r¡ ì.; :.i':i. , li: .' :ir.rr"il'j:ì:".1:t-!! '

a dpgree

be re--itis
r :. .,'.:,;. i .. '-'

means uncommon for l'yhole words to
. . i -:-;l-rt'i,; ::. ¡.:.: -. i'; .',,' :'.' :.,:.í

ech, leaving the investigator r^;ibir
, i:-,,.',,,-,,-. ,. ì r.¡::r::,... 'i;'.j .:Il

the
':i i : .i-

be:nchoice of counting words actually uttered oÍ' words. presumed to have
':ìi'r "li] i-r..r ,r:ì.r.ì: .i:.:'' j - :l t.. : t l

present in ideal sentence foi'm underlying the utterance.
,,1 .'tiril: :,1 ,.: i.',: :, .-' ,.r' ' ," i Ì ì. :' .:" .\. : jr:Ì': : ." 1

The distributions in Table 'l were based on conplete or icleai . vJclr¡rl
: i ¡ 1.1 -i . : : ,:; !rì i'i" ,"ii..ii

forms. But many words were shortened
j.. l.- . .... .,,., 1..,.i. 

= 
::,,r¡.¡ -¡..r. . :.;i,

especially f who read in an informal
,,1i..1,:,: . ì:.,,, .;.. . .. ; l:,"' i i. 'ij -:' "l

sample (already referred to above in
r'il:ì'.,ìir.'r: . ,i. ,'.:r:..1' : r¡1 , i-i'r"

expression of complete phcnemic
. .t..).:." i,.'' ..,.ll ì 

:

Iables - a degree of reduction
''',..r'.: . .-;ri :t,, ,i , ..,,..', '.. 

.: :

in Swedish is reported

word forms containing 395 possible syll
; . :r¡j i.rr.' l',.1 

¡, ::':t'j,t'ff':' t'tr'¡"i:ì :r i'

crf 16 olr, An extreme instance af {eduction,'...,. :.., r : ,." i I . ,i;l'",i.,.-,1

by Karlgren I rSOZ),. who observecl how the pfQ!!rn1
| , i,,,.;;::'.i.. ... " :i:-: ì:ri¡-r'"''--"--''\"-

("certainly") renged .from [n a t al: 1 í t V .! s_]
'.: .1.'.: ,i"'r ",:ì ;:'.,.: 

rir.:;r'riì1 r'1: l:i''i:i-ir'

by the informants
.,':i:: '.-:.... i.r'1i' . !i: .{

style. The 333 sy
,.:!! :!Ì. l-:-ìi;. ir

the introduction)

ín 'their spepch,
r.-..::i, _t ,'il.

l}ables of his
i,j.' ..ì.. -Ì-r:.:.,:

'i ,,r'l

are
.: ii

tf 1,,,nf3nef1l

ciation
'... :' ,., :

to[na

of naturligtvis
, l.: l

in his speed samples,
;,-' il ìt.. .:Ìri 

r

j.. ,,:

?=]
'r lÌ
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The well knoúvn"non-uniqueness of:the phoneme (e:gi.Chao 1934), reflected

in -the"vafiety'of solutions dvailablei for any one language,,fntroduces a

funther element of arbitrarinéss Èo tempo rrieasures based'on th,is ún1,t,,

Vúhile the phoneme, asitraditionally eonceivedri'is'certeinly a, useful device

for denoting distinctive contrasts or providing a non-redundant trariscrip-

tion of an utterance, there is a very'real risk that seemingly conflicting

experiment results based on rivaL phonerne solutions,míght ireflect differences

of linguistic creed between'phoneticians rather than true variations of

speech behaviour between informanùe Anothen rdisadvantdge cif counti,ng pho-

nemes is that the rival phoneme systemÈ proposedrfor,.a,giVênlanguage may

not be mutually convertible, so that results obtained withiñ the framework

provided, by one phoneme solution may tie useless 'f or'a linguist preF,êrring

-"an alternative solution. K{ng ( 1Se6)',frss proposed, a set of rules desi(¡ned to

achieve maximum convertibility of data from one phoneme solution to,another.

The problsn of eonvertibility of phonetic data, between diFfenent"investiga-

tions of the temporal aspects of speeeh is emphasised by Lfsker':( 1WSJ who

points out how decisions as.to the charactèr of segments'etc ane often made

arbitrarily,'He preferred the kind of definition that:woufd yield segments

appropriate'to some stated goal. :l : . '

In a senser the net afticulation rate is misnamed, since the exact'concept

it e<presses will Cepend on the degree'of abstraetion of'the speech units

counted and oñrhów reduced' segmehts'are treated. For example, if d.sentence

is repeated more brtefly, we would intuitively say that it was,uttæed'rmore

quiek1y","Thls Dould Ín faot'mean two things *,the rsemantiê, eontent'hds been

transmitted more quíckly, or :ther ar:ti'culators .häve"be'eh working hi:irder to

i produce the rsame gestures in less ìtlftiÉ'.' 0nly "the f.irsË..,gf* lhese two interpre-

tations is always true in every case,.,.wHereas ,the number 'of gèstures perforrn-
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ed will depend on the degree of phonetic reduction in each individual ren-

der-.ing. Only when there Ís no reduction do these two rate concepts - semantic

transmission and physiological performance - coincide. The investigator must

therefore decide whether to count the number of units in an ideal pronuncia-

tion [for examp]e based on normal orthography) or the number actually utter-

ed Ibased on a narrow phonetic transcription). The decision wil] depend on

his purpose, but only the second concept is valid for discussions about arti-

cqlatory behaviour. For example, my American informant G spoke the five,"syl-

lab1es " of the words the Americans in 0.38 seconds, a rete of 13.2 sYlls/sec.

Now we know that:w€ oarÌ¡ot utter.syllables qt that speed (see sectinn +). In

fact, he actually uttered three syllables [ð i t é r k | .), at a rate of

7.g syllsfsee, This is a very plausíble fast rate which would no'b overtax

the capabilities of the anticulators. On the other hand, a phrase like speak

faster can only be uttered in three syllables and the two concepts will coin-

cide. Tt will be impossible to accelerate such a phrase beyond the usual

maxj-mum of B sylls/sec or so and it wi}l certainly be impossible to attain

an abstract,.semantic tr:ansmission rate of, 13 sylls/s.ec in such a case.

I shall return to this point ín section ? .in'connection with theories of

reduction. .It is suf;ficient to underline here that there is a,,Bossible. ,

source of confusion if the difference between these two concepts is not

respected.

4. NORMAL TEMPO HANGE : . I

The interest for normal everyday tempo was at first largely the preserve of

short-hand.wrÍting experts. Kar1gren, in an unpublished thesis, and Nosz

Ifg64) have co]-lected and reviewed,much of this materia]. The phonetics li-

terature, proper is only occasio¡ally devoted to tempo., Typically, Roudet
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(tStO:ZZa-e) quoted short-han{ soçrrces - stenographers-,.at the French National

Assembry reported that the rate (presumahly. gross or talking ratçr, i;e, in-
cluding pauses) in ttre speeehes of the deputies varíed b,etween j5S anci J00

sy1lab1es a minute (,2.a - 5 sytls/sec) and. he expected this to be exceeded

in private conversation.

Meinhold (nlz) reponts average articulation Iintraophrase) rates in
German of 3 - 4 sylls/sec for poetr:y and 5 - 6 .syrls/sec for: prose. and .news

broadcasts, a difference he attributed to "subjective redundancyl'-, supï,aseg-

mental expressive information anÇ rhythmic structure ,..i . rì

Gropjean and Deschamps ( 19?2) found the average articulation rete fpr
French in 450 phrases was 5.29 sylls/sec/phrase. Their.ceI.p:us consisted,iof

15 phrases for each of 30 speakers. in spontaneous radio intervielvs,, pooled. .

Ur..'1",.?j the phrases were uttered betwee¡ {.4 and 6.0i5yl1.çf sec. The,slowest., ,

rate was about 3,s sylls/sec/phrase, the fastest abovt B er g syÏls/see/ ., :,,
phrase. About 3% qr the phrases were uttered faster than z syrls/sec, .j

fulalécot et alia (lSlZ) have also investigated artioulation rate in.half-
hour conversations with 50 members of the Parisian :ltestabliEhment,,. .iTheir .. _

grand average articulalion rate for a total of 13 00CI phrases was 344 syLlaf
min (5.7 sylls/sec J, faster tþa¡l,Qnosjean and Dpschamps,s result. The .

variation ranged mainly from 4 to 8.5 syllsfseclphrase¡ with limits at:1.6
and 9.8 sylls/sec/phrase. 66 % of all phrases were uttered betlveen 3Q0 and

400 sylls/mì.n IS - 6.6 sytls/secJ.

Grosjean and Deschamps also quote one of Goldman-Eislerrs .qesults, ãrì i¡:

aveï'.age of 4.95 s¡21-Is/qpc,for B English inter:viewsr. end an earlier resglt'
by Grosjean,..an.average,of 4.?0 sylls/sec For-,g Eng1.ish, Í¡formantsi.,, j

At Fig. 1 I have,9iven the cumulative frequenoies of intra-phrase articu-
lation rates for my :four .inforfnan,ts, The, Eskirno and swahi,,li speakers, F and
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H (*f.,o were reading connected prose) spoke most qutckly, averaging around

6"5 - 6.8 sylls/seefphrase and mostly ('¡¡re central 66,%) ranging between 6

and ?.S sylls/sec/phrase. The Southern British informant {¡ a politician

making a radio broadcastr: was the slowest speaker, âveraging about 4'9

sylls/sec/phiase and ranging mostly between 4 and 6 sy11-s/sec/phrase.' His

style was very deliberate and persuasi-ve, The American Qr a university

teacher speaking spontaneously in a radio interviewt averaged about 6 sylle/

sec/phrase and ranged mostly between 5 and ?.5 sylls/sec/phrase.'His style

was freqúeritly rapid [cf. hís phrases faster than 6.5 sylls/sec with A's)

whiLe at times he weighed his words'carefully [cf. his s]ower phrasee with'

f and !!). tnese stylistic factors probably account for the flatter'distri-'

butions and:generally slower intra-phrase rates of A and G as compared with

FandH. I I '

Figs. 2 and'i3 show how the articulation rate varied between' suoÇessive .

phrases for each Ínformant. There are períods of acceleration [e.igrr Qr i 
'

phrases 6 to 10) arid retårdation (".g. Er phrases 20 to 23).,Apart from ,

the short't""r flucutation, there is a possible 'tendency'to gradually ln-

crease the''rveiurge rate over a longer stretch, oire such per:iod lasting a*

te'from 5-?bout 2O phrasês. Thus f gradually increased his intra-Phrase ra

sylls/sec to 6'- B sylls/sec through the fir:st 18 phrases. This tendency,'

säems to be less well defÍned in H's sampfe. However; it ls clearLy seen .

i. g, s with a periodicity of about 25 phrases and in å's rvith. a per:iodíqity

of about 25 - 30 Phrases. :

Hegedüs ( fgSZ) calculated the phoneme rate, word by word 1'or Hungarian

speakers. He found that tempo varied between 5 and 2O' phonemes/sec/word',êird

he related these worci by word Variations of phoneme flow to (lJ'semantic

weight (tþe iinportance of semäntic reduridancy f,or perceptior\ as distinct
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from the acoustic information contained in the speech signal has also

discussed by Lieberman, 19æ), (il) to phoneme quantity (tong phoner¡eq pould

tend to have longer durations) ahd (iii] the''number. of phonemes in the. se-

quence (ttris is related to, the law of equalizationr. studied by Ffinagy and

Magdics, 1960). Simila.r rates of phoneme flow have been observed by other

investigators and it has been noted that the faster phoneme,rates exceed

'the capability of the ear to discriminate discrete events. This is of inb .

porteince for theor'.ies about how speech is processed on receptio¡r. ,':::. 
:

The maximum possible,articulation rates of repeeted syllables, or. maxi-

mum repetítion rates for individual gestures, have been investigated froç I

time to time, usually with a view to determining physiological and.temporal.

constraints on speech. Jhere is a history of this type of research extend-

ing beyond Stetsonrs "Motor Phonetics" I tSZe) back into the nineteenth cen-

tury (Kaiser, 1934), Using mechaníeal and pneumatic devices reeording on a

smoked drum, Kaiser analysed the maximum repetilion rates of gestures re-

presenting different speech muscle,..grouFË. $he found maximum''rates for

various'fip torru*ents of 2.5 - 4 per second (tfre lower l.ip being mo¡e- agile

than the upper), for mandibular raising and lowering of 5 per second, fo{,

tongúe'tip gestures of 7.5 per second and for "vQice fluttçring,[glottal.

interrtrption) of 10 per second. Hudgins and Stetson [ 193?) found faster 
:

1ip repetitions than Kaiser, a grand average of, 6.? per setond for g sUb-

jects (with the jaw'fixeU to neutralize the mandibular eomponent pf labial

accluslonJ. However, the lips stil1 had relatively. lower 'fePetition frequen-

cies than other articulators, which were ranked,from high to 1ow as follows:

tongue tipr'mandible, tongue backl':1ips, ve1um. .The rank of the mandiþlp

is interesting since this is sometimes'referred. to in the literatu¡e as a

sluggish'body.'$uCtr an obse'rvirtion is possibly no,t truer'at least as regards

the rate at which its movement can alternate.
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''!irê,"un on1y,specuLate as to the underlying'cause of these limitsr 'but'

evidence points to the central nervous system'rather than the articulators

themselves. For examplë, Lehiste (ßlA:?).found she'could voluntarily r+ .,

peat the syllable ta up to I times a second but that her tongue'eouLd vibrate

frêely'in a trilled dental r 28 times a Second, from which she concluded

that it was not the mass of the tongue,that imposed a limit but the proper-.

ties of the nervoua:system. The repetition of some gestures involves alter-

nation betrrueeri agonist and antagonist muscles, others r:equire periodic con-

traction and relexation of muscles. This suggests that the limit is r,set by .

tf¡e' 'r¡a*imum rate at which coordinated sequences of motor commands: ean be

initiated from motor centres.

The maximum pÈisbible articulation rates are usually given âs 7 - B

syl-Ls/secifor ta and progressively slower for other gestures (HuUgins and

Setson 1g3?', Heffner 1960, Lehiste 1g?A, Sigurd 1g'?1) or,B - 9 sylls/sec '

(UeintrolO) white isolated indivlduals have been found capable of repeating,

such a syllable at up to 10 times a second (stetson 1948t Sigurd 19?1).

Both Hudgins and Stetson and SiEurd ccjnclude their articles by speculating

on the possible consequences of these physiological and temporal'constr:aints

for the structure of speech and the directÍon of sound change. For example,

the most frequentLy usèd gestures in speech are appafently. those that are

mö-Jt readily repeatedr' and sound chariges such as f-r:onting of båck vowÉls

or nazalization of voweLs involv-F.;ê shÍft fro¡n,-lgÞS,-fFvoured to more

faVoured gestures. i i

If we'compare the data for maxiinum'gyllable'repetitiori rates with the

performance of my fouf i'nfOrmantsr'we Cah'see in Figs.' 1 - 3 how al} four

,ie$ulaiiyl aBproached the 'rfiaxima. Fig. 1 shows how ! uttered 35 % of his :, i

'phrases faster than ?rsylIs/secr E 30 %, 9'25'1" while A uttered only 3 of , ,
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of hls phraseÉ at these rapid rates, A was instead hammeríng home his poli-

tical message carefully and deliberately, which is reflected in ,the regular.l

Iy recurrj-ng slow rates of 2 - 4 syllsfsec/phrase. Several of the authors

investigating the maxímum repetition rates of syllables obserrve that their

subjects; experienced difficulty in forcing up th.eir repeti-ticrn rates with-

out becoming tongue-tied, In contrast, my informants seem to be producing

speech at símilar fast rates without'undue discomfort. At the same time

[with the exception of the Swahili informant whose samp]e is dominated by:

CV syltables), the syllables they are profltrcing are more c,omplex than the ,

simple ta-ta-ta repetition., Sigurd included syllables of increasing complexi-

ty in his repetition experiments, and found drastically reduced repetition

rates, This suggestb:a,fundamental difference of neuro-motor: behaviour ,

between the experimental repetition situation and the conditions of- every-,

day speech..My inforrnants do not appear to be unique,,since the Fpench

samples investigated by Grosjean and Deschamps and by Malécot et alia also

contained phrases uttered at these rapid rates.

A possible explanation for the,faster possible articulatiQn rates of ,,

dve¡yday speeclr compared with repetition experiments is that successive

syllables often contaln different consonant articulations so that the same

gesture would be trepeated at a l-ower rate than the syllable rate. ,For :

example, labial and; eipico-dental gestures are, repeated in Évery other 'syl-

lable in,words like minimizing or mandibularj permitting these gestures, tQ

overlap. (Indeed, it has been suggested, for example in the parallel p{o- 
)

cessing theory of Liberman et aliflr[.1SOZ], that-speech is.only pcesible

thanks to this overlapping of gestunes during productianr with,'a corrÇSpond-

ing overlapping of acous,tic features in the.recpi,ved spqech wavçr) tf, then,

sequences of syrllables w:lth different consonants can be uttered, m,çqe quickly
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than repetitions of identipal syllaþles, there must be another constraínt

determining the maximum,possible artiouletion rate, in speech. It could be

the rate of 10 "voice flutters" per sepond recorded þy Kaiser., The rale

at which the glottal :tone can be turned on and off would'set the limit for

the, repetition of vowels" The maxímum articulation rates observed 1n every-

day utterances approach, but do not exceed, this rate.

The question has sometimes been raised whether there are differ€nces

of normal speaking rate between speakers of diff erent languages - ãr:€.sorle, 
:

languages inherently faster than .others? We must distinguishr as al¡rra¡zsr,

between'talking rate and .articulation rate. Differences of talking rrete ,

can be attributed to either of j-ts two eomponents .pause bime and articula*

tion rate. Differences of qrticulation rate will be due to differences in

production.

0sser and Peng ( tg64) invited 6 Japanese and 6 American, s,tudents tp

speak for 5 minutes on student life, and then counted the number,of phonemes

produced in the final five minutes of each sample (i.e. this is. a gross

talking rate), The average number of phonemes produced qer ,speaker in each

language in:this minute was then compared, and the diff,erence found not

to bei,signif icant.

Grosjean and Deschamps ('l9il1) ÒÕmparËcf:30-Frenéh';"spontaneoùs radio

interviewç with.8 English interviews published b}a Goldmqn-Eisler and 9 : i - .

English.lntervíews analysed ,previcrusly by Grosjean. They found .slgnif icant

differences betwêen the gfoss. tal.king rates of these samples, 264,3? sylls/,

min,for the Frençh,against 19?,25-and 221.49 syllsfmin for the two English

{.4,4, 3.3, and,:3.? syl}s/sec respectivelyJ. The French average..articulatiqn

ratÉ tended to be slightl¡z faster than the,,two English groups (S;ag'çyllsf

sec against 4.95 and 4.?0 sylls/secJ but the difference was only,statistic,-
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al1y significant'for the second English group only. fn contrast, Malécot

et alia (¡OZZ) found a faster average articulation rate af 344 sytls/min

IS.Z sylls/sec) for spontaneous French. Grosjean and Deschampä concluded

that the difference in talking rate was mainly due to differences of pause

time end this in turn they attfibute to the generally shorter phrase lengths

of the English speakers, which means that they paused'more frequently than

the French.'It is impossible to be sure'that French is articulated more

quickly than English on this evidence since these differences could instead

refl,ect differences in level of abstractlon, amount of intellectual actÍvíty

and deþre'e'of verbal planning in the interview task,'as suiggested bl Gold-

man Eisler [seb section 5J. Brosjean and Deschamps'recognised that it :':

would be rilore satisfactory to cúmpare samples collected under the same con-r

ditions and analysed according to the same principles. '

There is one factor at least, syllable weight, which might make faster

sytlabic articulation rates more probable for some languages, as was feared

by Ossei"ànd Peng, leading them to:count phonemes for their comparison of

Japanese and English. Swahíli, for example, has vírtually only CV:syllables

and it is possible these would be articulaterl more quickly than the heavier

syllables of other languages. fndeed, of my four informants,'the Sr¡rahiti
articulat tes almost 7

speaker ,and the speakers ofa

English were the slowest, averaging about 5 and'6 sytls/sec/phrase. However

:

it is not'possible to decide this question with only four informants. The

:

"ólrtíonshlp 
between'syllabie wôight and articulation rate is examined more

closeLy below in sectiofl 6. Ldt us here merely'note that the'syllable'struc-

tuire-'of the Swahili sample:was clearly simpler than'that of 'English and

Eskimo.(tante 2). Yet whiie the Swahili speaker had a faster average arti-
' 'I ì

cülation rate than the spéakers of'English, the Esklmo speakÞr'was almost
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as fast as the Swahili speaker although his syllable structure was of simi-

Iár complexity to the English. Í am inclined to doubt that dífferences in

syllable structure had any decisÍve effect on the dífferences of articula-

tion rate between these speakers, although syllable simpl'icity Ís undeni- .

ably in favour of the Swahili speaker.'iThe differences ane,probably due : -

more, to other"'factors, expecially style of delivery and the nature of the

speerh task [,tþs rhetoric'flourishes of A's political speech, the calm

straTght-forward readíng of F and H and 'the impromptu conversation 'of p). ,

5. PLANNTNG , I

The nature of higher levels of }ínguistic planning can only be inferred

from the'strúcture:of the apeeeh output. It is not aeeessÍble byiother

meañs. Gofdman-Eister ItSSe), after repeating a quotation from Fournié ì

that speech is "the only,window through which the physiologist can view

the cerebral life", adds her own view'that i.t is ¿]56':rlthe only window

through which the psyehofogist may view the dynamic patterning r,voven of .

motivating, cóhtrollirlg andienvironmental forces". ShB observed the talking

rate, the:articulation rate, and the pauses [a component of the talking 
'

rate) for different speech tasks such as newly created or well practised' ,

utteránces (repeating.descriptions:of pictureé), different levels'of ab-'

stractic¡h {describing pictures or summarizing their content) and various, i

types'of conversation (UÍscussions with adult academics, conversations with

adolescents'and phychiatric'interviews with neurotics) ( lgSg, 1961a, 1961bt

1961c). F{er results Índi.câted that ta}king'rate (detenmined mainly by varia-

tions of pause length).reflects the degree of hesitancy and therefore of

organization clr'automatism of speech, that breath rate indicates the'strrength

of affect Iemotional excltation),and the output 6f speech per breath (ex-
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pulsion rate) reflects the degree of its cortical control. Fast f]uent

speech tended to be,weighted with habitual, well organized Bequences (auto-

matic speech). Thc slow speech contained a good proportion of hesitation

pauses implying that symbolic and structuring processes were in progress

during the speech. Êhe specutr-ates on th.e possible significance of various

combinations of speech rate and breath ¡ate, that they mlght j-ndicate va-

rious degrees of intellectual activity and emotion. In addition, she also

found that while .the articulation rate was a constant of such rigidity that

it did not respond to changes in the level of verbal planning [to Uifter-

ent degrees of abstraction when encoding information into speech) it did

respond ¡6,,pyactice. She beliæved that this would corroborate the idea

that there is a more basic differencq between epeech sequences r¡rhich are

famillar and well l-earned and those that are spontaneous and organiz.€d at

the tirne of utterance, than exists among spontaneous and newly organízed

speech, sequences differing in levels of verbal planning

Henderson et alia IlSet) suggest that a pause and the following speech

phrase form one unít of cognitive rhythm, and that fairly regular periods

of planning and internal organization govern the.final speech ,output foq

short periods ahead r i

Kozhevnikc¡v ancl Chistovitch's tempo experiments (pp. ?6-90) vuere part

of a series designed to test cerbain hypotheses (concerning what thay :

called the tÍme figure of a syntagma) that were forryrulated in the course ,

of derivirrg a model, of speech programming, Assuming that spçech rate was

Rot a source of interference distorting the data, that it was not,itself

programrnedibut,was the speêd of accompl.ishment'of a,programme, and that con-

sequently only relative durations could be programrn€dr they proceeded tq.r

investigate the relative durations,of wonds, syllabl-es and sounds'in a , :
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syntagma 'uttered at various rates. They found that retative duqqli'ons ,of,

words fluctuated randomly at dÍ-ff erent rates I Uut tlrere were consì'derable

variations óf duratior¡ between diffèrent word positions in the syntagma),

and"that relatÍve syllable durations fluctuated,randqml-y trn wonds. l'lowever,

relative consonant duratùons appeared to increase at fqster 'rates. They

csnclucied that the articulatory programme for a.syntagma oannst'.be con-

sidered as a sequence of word sub-programmesr that the syntag4q considered '

as a'sequence of sounds has no constant time figure, and tha! the syntagma

cclnsideredi-'as a sequence of syllables has an invariant rhythmic figure-, i1-.

dependent of speaking'rate. Consequently, they argue, ít is the syltr-abJ'e. :

commands that are rhythmically organized-in the prografnme of a synt9$fnts.." ':

Before proceeding to test implications of this, they reformul'A'ted thep

definítion of speaking rate as the rate of syllable commands- r' ind.ependgnt , '

of the speed of articulatory movements. However, Notteboom Þnd .S!-ip (,1969)

repeated this experiment, using lip electrodes and:'labial,eonsonants, endq

found that the relative oonsonantal duration varied only at slow, rBtes. ,I. ..,

have also failecl to find this regular variation of, retrative consonant, and ,

vowel dwation (WooO 19rc). 0n the, other hand, the resuLts ;of' V/odarz-Mag- 
'

dicst s (lSr?Z) investÍgation:of; the durations of Hungarian phoneme:segments

at slow and accelerated tempo appear to support Kozhevnikov and Chistovitch.

Her result tables show that all the Hungarian ,vowels were s-ho-ftene-d more

than the consonants. The ratio of slow to fast stress.ed' renderings vanied, ,

from, 1lO.5? to 1:0.6? fcir tense vowels and l:0,?6 to .1:0,'86 f,or }ax, vowels

except lax /i, yt'u/ which varied 1.:0¡90 to 1:iO;92. For cQnsonarlt-st 'ühq- : :',

ratios.varied mainly friom .1zO;92 to 1:A.97, while voiced stops'were;þal:dtry

shortened at alL and fricatives, especially voicelesg fricatívepr.\À¡Pr€I ,

shor,tened by about'the Same degiree' as trax /'j-, Y', u/ , 1¡o¡B? to '1:o'92'r ' :'
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Unfortunately,, Wodraz-Magdics did not describe her experimental method or

define "slow" and "aceelerated" rate. If we take the liberty of adding some

of the average consonant and vowel durations in, he¡ tables, we find for lta/

a.slow duration of:'0.240 seconds and aceelerated of 0.205 seconds, corre-

sponding ta 4.2 and,4.9 sylls/sec. For. lpu/ , ltiz/ and /pi: / *e similarly

estimated ranges are 3.9 - 4,7 sytls/sec, 3.6 - 4.? sylls/sec and 3.5 - 4.6

sylls/sec respectively. These eçtimates are all slower than the average npr-

mal rate encountered in everyday speeeh¡ and barely hal-f the maxj.mum possi-

b1e. If the estimates are correct, they agree with Nooteboom and Siis's

finding that the relative durations changed in the slow speech range, þrt
they. wÍll not tell us anything about what happens in the normal and fast

ranges. Gaitenby ({965) found, that the relative durations of words, sylla-

bles and segments remained faÍr1y oonstant in a sentence çrttered at differ-

ent r-ates. ïn this case the flifferent. rates are the variations between the,

normal rates of several different,speakers and the result does not necessa-

rily indicate what might happen if the same informant varies his own rate,

as in the present problem. The question seems to be open at present and

we are'faced with the possiblity that there are differences in this,.respect

between individual speakers or different languages, or that different ex-

perirnent designs can yield different results. Kozhevnikov and Chistovitch,

on the,evidence of their findings regqrding the relative durrations, of con;

sonants and vowê}s Iwhich'suggested that the time figure of segments was

not invarÍant)r, rejec.ted the.speech sound as a candj-date.for the programme

unit. The syllabLe was all thet remained. Now if they hagl been mistaken

about the relative dr¡rations of c.ongo¡ants anQ vowels : as Nooteboom and.

Slisrs and,my own controlled experiments, suggest '- it could nevertheless,.

stil1 .be',true that.the eylleblç is the programme unit, But.some.ottrer type
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of argument woulld be necessary to decide conclusively in its favour.

6. IIJHY TEMPO VARTES

Roudet lists several.causes - the temperament and character of the speaker,

emotion Isadness was said to slow speecho ariger and joy to accçlerate'it),

habit and situation; Wijma also,conjectured that emotion was involved. Ver-

zeano pursued this factor more methodically - he argued that if emotion

introduces peri-odic phenomena in mental processea (as had been reported) |

then periodicities should apÞear in the speech of normal subjects exposed

to emotional stress as well as in that of psychoneurotic subjects; such

periodicities would be:a departure f;rom randomness in the speech tirne ',

pattern, so that phrase dur.ations,would no longer conf;orm to a Poisson

series ia model which appeared to.describe their distribution adequatetr.y ín

normai speech, atthough he subsequerltly found ItgSt] ttrat the randomness

of the dibtribution j.n'part depended on the magnitued of.the minimum pause

duration set on the analyser ts define the end of a phrase). In this con- '

text we can also recal-L the work of Goldman-Eisler in partitioning the

relationship.between speech rate and the degree of habit, abstraction'and

emotion in the speech task and situation.

Gook ( 1969) has investigated the eff,ects of anxiety on speech disturb-

ances and speech rate. He points out that "anxiety" is a notoriously vague

concept, having as many different meanings as it hâs measures and operãr'

tíonal definiti-ons. If we add to this the care that must. be exercised when

selecting and definihg a suitable measure for "speeeh rate'.', it will be -

reàl-lzed that'this is not a very easy atrea to work in. Cook insists on a

distinction that,has pr.eviously been negleeted, between permanent and.trans-

ient anxiety. He also found that the l-Íterature revealed some dout¡t, as to ,
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what effect anxiety should have on speech rate - to increase or .decrease

it or have no effect at a11.He refers to a current hypothesis that anxiety

is a drive that will energize any on-going behaviour. Just as an anxious

rat runs faster, so'an anxious çierson will speak faster. Heealling Goldman-

Eislerrs work, he points out that when a person talks faster he aetually

diminishes his pauses but not hÍs articulation rate, whereaÉ the rat actu-

a1ly runs faster. He conoludes that if anxiety does increase speech,rate

(apparently 'a gross rate) it is'because'fesponses are more frequent not

becausci they arà faster, and the analogy with simple motor behaviour is

misleading; Cook used two meaeures of permanent anxiety buit the respeetive

scores were not correlated, indicating that the two classificationê are

not the same. Transient anxiet¡r was manipul-ated by switching between:dis-

turbin$ topi-es of''disnr¡ssìol rlrrrirrg an jntrrrr¡ìerrr u¡i"lli ttr,r.qubicnt, The ex-

periment revealed no clear effect of either transient or: permanent anxiety

on,speech rate (i,u. gross'talking rate in words/sec). However, subJects

with'' high anxiety scores on one of the two permanent measures (Taylor Mani-

fest Anxiety Scale) Uiffer significantly from the low-sco:iing subjeets,in

their reactions to transient anxiety - the high MAS subjects slowed down

whereas the low MAS subjects spoke faster. Cook therefore rules out the

drivé:theory since the permanently anxious did not speak even faster when

tránsÍent'anxiety increased, contiary to what the drive,theory would pre-

dict; Other theories remain open. I :

Fônagy and Magdics investigated how far the law of equalization applied

in speecjh (ttra,t seqüencrjS of 'diff erent syntagmatic length tènd to be utter-

ed with the same duration, tempo changes compensating variations of lenþth).

This ie related to what has,been called the stress-timtng thecry - that

stress groups ténd to be uttered witl'r the same duratlon, iresp,ective of.
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the number.of intervening weak syLlables. Sweet, Sievers and Jesperson

had all intr,,rltively perceived that longer sequences were pronounced more

rapidly than sho{t .sequences. Rousselot and Laclo,tte ( tsle: 8?-90) had 
i

reported that a given erticulation becomes briefer as the group it.is in

beqgy.çs longer. for example â in lê!g,, PÊ!g, pâtisqerie. Lindblom 
'(tSOe)

investigated the same effect using Swedish nonsense utteranees, and found,

he could express the expeqte{ duration of a sylLab1e as a function of se-

veratr, factorq including the positigl-,,.9-l the s_yllable and the nurnber of ?y_li

lables in the,r¡tterqnce. Fônagy and Magdics:f,ound that. sma]len stress groups

were uttefed more slowly, but that the dependencç of ternpo qn.strqss group

size weakened in sequences longer than three syllables. ,E¡,ponential func-

tions descnibed:-the:dependence of'speed on the sfze of the:stress grQUP.

,Goldman-Eisler showed. that talking rate depended on pause duration which

is,i-tself, she argued, asspciated with the amount of cognitívg activity

involved: in planning. Ì[n 1961a she describes how, in contrast, the rate

of articulation Ís ,invariant for: different degrees, of abstraction, þut 
:

that it incre_ases in proportj-on to the amount of practice (or degree of,.

familiarity nJ-th the utterance) - artiqulation r:ate is faster: for well

learned sequenoes, .clichêsr jargon etc. Th.e rate, of articuilation also

aFpeared to be a ,,strong personality constant of the individual speak,er. ,.!

,Kozhevnikov an.d Cl'ristovit"h (p. 114) found that a sequence,'CCVCV,..CV

had a }onger duration'than a sequence CVCV...CV. The extra consonant in

the first syllable delayecl the subsequent syll.ables, and the díff,erence in

duration: did not diminish upon an increase in ,the pu¡b€r 'of sy]Iables.

Their conclusion',was that, the change of tluration caused b¡z the addítiona!

eonsonant isi not perripheral ,in origin,. but that the neuratr commands for,the

sub-sequent sy,l.Iables are delayed.by a def inite megnitude. An impliçation -.
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of this for speech tempo mus,t be that syllable structure can influence

the articulation rate when measured in syllables - the longer duration for

the same number ofl syllables yields a slower sy'}Iable rate.

Sigur.d (lSll J systematically varied syllable comptexity 1n his repeti-

tion experiments, 'and "tested.51 different.",çyllaþles such as !9r 9P9' strg

etc. The grand average maximum repetition rates for aII nine subjects

were 6.? sylls/sec for al1 single stops with gr 5.0 syllsfsec for gþ and

.g5g, and 3.6 sylls/sec for glg and skwa, demonstrating the lower repeti-

tion frequency (or longer duration) of more compiex syllables. I

This sy11able bomplexity effect is the eause of,0sser and Pengrs con-

cern that the different syllable structures of English and Japanese might

bias'their experiment. English has a heavier sy1labl.e structure than Japa-

nese andlmight therefore be spoken with slower syl-1 atrle rates. Thr+ rJiffor-

ent aiticuration rates of my own informants (t=ig' 1J might also bg rerated

to thÍs effect. We have already nc¡ted in section,A, Table 2 and Flg. 1

that the Eskimo and Swahili bpeakers F and H tended to have faster net

articulation rates than the two speakers of English dialects'A and $ and

that SwahÍli had a very simple syllable structure. Let us examine mor,e

closely the possible effects of syllable structrlre in. speaki-ng rate in I

these:Ianguages. W€ ean look for a within-speaker effect and a between-'

speaker effect indicating individual speaker performances; lUith only four

informants 'it is not possible to arralyse these eff ects systematically, bu!

some tendencies can be'found.

Each'informantr s phrases have been divided into classee according i to

artlculatlon rate, and the average number of conssnants.-uttered per sy1-

'l-abTe in each'raté class haå been' calculated. If the ar.ticuLation'rate is

negatively related to syllable complexity, as expected; we should find a
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smaller'number of consonants per syllable in the phrases uttered at faster

rates. The 10O phrases of A's sample ma$e possible a class inte¡val as

small as O.5 sylJ-fsetr. However, the smaller samples of fr S and H gave

many classes with only three or fewer phrases ifl the same intervat was

used, A largen interval, I syllfsec, hes therefore been,Þr,eferued for

these informants, The results are given Ín Table 3.

Values in parenthesis are for elasses where only4 1 - 3 phrases. occurrgdr

the resr¡lts appearing to.be more stable where there Were. at Iea.s! 4,.pr 5

phrases in a rate class. Thg table shows that therç: was indeed a tendency

for all four informants to have.fewer consonants per syllable i-n fastgr

phrases. For $r whose sample covered the whole rate range from 2 - I

syllrs/secy'phrese, the overall dífference was at least from 2.3 to 1.3 con-

sonar¡ts,per,syllable (conrespondi.ng,to.lO consonants in a phrase gf terr

syl}abl-es) Uçtween slow and fasp:,phrases. p's sarpple also covers the full

rate,range and shows a similar overal-I difference ef from 2,O to,, 11.3 con-

sonants per syllable (coreÞponding to ? congonanls pqr, phrase of 1O syl-

lab1es). E'", and Hr s' samples do not cover the f uII 1:t", .an99,.1 ttre ¡loWer

half not being wetrl represented. Their overall differences are consequqntly

smaller than Ats or g'".,.f has a_dif,ference of about 0.S censona¡ts per

syllable'(corr,esponding to about 5 consonants per ph¡as,e oI,rO syllables)

between.mpdium and 'Fast phrases, The difference is least for $ due to the

rarity of, more complicated syllables than CV in his language, Bwahili.* 
:

x The most productive type of consonant cluster in Swahili is C+semivowel.
There are also a few examples of s+t. An occasional stop+Iiquid occstrs'-""
in loans. Finalty there is the unique nasal+obstruent group whieh is áI*
ways traditionally held.',tq be syllable-initial, thereby preserving. the
constant .op,qn syllableness of ;Swahili.' My own impression of the infor-
.mantrs speech w.as,thqt 'he .instead prgduqed such nqsals together r¡rith lhe
preceding,vowel. My percpption may edmittedly have been prejudice9 

_oy
myu "Eng1ish ear". Howeyer, ,the epectrograms did frequently, indicate a
nae¡lized preceding vowel in thÍs sitüation ffor example a wgrd lfkþ
mambo. tradi-tionally /ma+mbo/ with open éyliables, which I heard as

-!

lmã[m)-boj J.
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The results given in the table indicate that within the speech of indivi-

dual speakers, syllable weight is negatively associated with articulation

rate, phrases utter1e-d at faster rates in everyday speech tending to have

less complex sy,llab1e structure. The magnitude of the c.ontrj-bution of

syllable structure to articulation rate is diffícutt to assessr but the

product moment correlation coefficient [r) for mean syllable duration per

phrase and the mean number of oonsonants per syllable per phrase over the

first 2O consecutive phrases, in å's sample was 0.5, which means that at

least 0,75 of the articulation rate var'iance++ must be attributed to other

factors than this corelation. Beyond this, a correlation cannot tel} us

anything about cause and effect. , , , .

So much for,ther tendencj-es within each individualrs speech. Eut what

of differences between the individr.tal speaker:s? Table ,3 denicnetrated the

simple syllable structure of !ts Swahiti IO.g - '1.5 consonants/syllable/

phrase) while Fls is very similar to A's and I'u [1.2 - 1.8 consnnants/

syllable' at faster rates), Syllables with one er two consonants were most

frequent for A, F and Q¡ in nearly equal proportions [Table 2). the grand

averages for the entire material were ''1.5? and 1.58 consonants/syl-Iable

respectively for the speakers of English A and 9rll, "1U 
1.49'for the

Eskimo speaker F. Clearly, the differences in average syllable wei.ght :

between' these three speakers are relatively small (O.1 consonants/syllable

or 1 ,consonant in a phrase of lCI syltables), especially when compared with,

the strikingly simple syllable structure of the Swahili sample, which had

- | ,---.-.---- ¡t- -^ ( " -^ë1 :x The residual variance: Var ( 1 - ,2)
.1

IcÊ Jþg English averagea, 1.57 arid;1.58 consonants/syltable are remarkabiy,
elose,considering the differenceq of; dialect and style. Gerber and Vertin
I tgOg) fcund good rank correlations between different phoneme frequeney
counts in Engtish and they concluded "the statistical qonstraints upon
a given'language are so severe.that variations in time, ,place and orm

are 'of little consequence.. . ".
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a grand average of 0.99 consonants/syllable (virtually only CV sy}lables).

It is hardly likely that the small difference between'f's 'syTlable struc-

ture and Ars and Grs could account for F's much faster rate. Moreover,

tne Oifference between the average Eskimo and SwahÍli syllable was as

much as 0.S consonants/syllab1e or 5 consonants in a phrase of ten syllab-

1es. ifris is mueh greater than the differenee between A or G and fr and

yet E and H have very similar distributions of intraphrase articulation

rate (Fig . 2), both averaging nearly ? sills/sec/phrase.
:ì.

Table 4 gives the'average number of eonsoriants per syllab1e in three

classes "rp""u"nting 
the faster rates [O.S - 7 sylls/sec/phrese, ? -?.5

':
sylls/sec/phrase and faster than ?.5 syllsfsec.fphrase); This shows how

the Englistr and Eskimo speakers were capable of the same fast rates ies the

'Swahili speaker despite the heaúier syllabte wêight of their lähguages. '

?. \J'IHAT 'HAPPENS \¡JHËN TEMPO CHANGES? : 
" 

' " "."' :

Sdme work has'been 'concerned with the changes appearing in the speech

signat due'to variations'of tempo'. :

Lindblom (1g63) 'inveátigated the 'asisociation between voriel 'duration and

spectral neutralization of vowels, using variations of tempo as one means

of inducing chang'äs'of vowel duration. the extent to which formant frequen-

cies in the vowels fäÍled to reach target values at a'given vowel duratioh

could be described by'a continuous monotÒnic exponential function. Simi-
'i : , . . ,'.

lår1y, Gay IlsOg) îound'thát the formant frequencies of the terminàl spect-

'':rum"of a diphthong gfiae dependëd on'tt-rà duration of that glide, the råte
i

of spectràl'change beinþ constant during it. Another example of undershbot-
j

t. i, r ,:. :i I :: ' ,.,,,
ing; by apico-dental and dorso-üelår consonahts, was given by Stetson et

' ) -! :

alia ( 1940). The' ebntact area diminished and the locus of contact was dis-
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pleged as speaking rate increased. Kent and Moll (nlZ).also fpund a ten-

dency for lingual consonants- to undershoot. In contrast, Gay and Hirose

I 1SZS) found that for labia] consonants an increase in speaking rate was

not accompanied, by undershoot or any corollary change in lip clos-u"u aU*--

tion.

As mentioned in section Sr Kozhevnikov and Chistovitch found that when

the same, test sentence was repeated at different rates proportion of time

consumed by atl the consonants tended to increase as tempo increased. Jt

was also noted there that Nooteboom and Slis ( fsOS) and I [WooU 19?3) had

failed to reproduce this tendency. Kozhevnikov and Chistovitch based two

hypotheses on this observation, [i) ttrat the time figure of a syntEg1q

considered as a sequence of sounds is not constant, and Iii) that the

gradual diçappearance of a,.vowel is due to the consonant requiring: a rneces-

sary minimum duration, sometimes leaving no time for the vowel at faster

rates. The first was discussed in section 5. Fìegarding the second, that

vowels are "squeezed out" f,or want of sufficient time f,or their execution,

this ought to occur at random, whenever a,momentary shortage of time occurs.

While it is possible that some reductiona occur in this wayr T,would,also

suggest that vowel elision and qyllable contraction are largely non-random

and are instead habitual and predictable from the environment, a view 
:i

strpported by the regularity of: such phenomena.,synchronically in daily speçph

and--diaphronically in sound change. Such reductions become part of the

common speech code and cornprehension is not endangered. Some of the redun-

danoy in.the,speech signal is disearded, with the result that the message

.!s transmitted in a briefer period of time, that is, more rapidly'

The message can be accelerated , by shorlenlng segment. durations down to

a.mininìr.¡m (which, it has been suggested, is determined, by the prpperties
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of the nervous system limiting the rate at ulhich coordinated sequences of

motor commands can be Ínitiated, see section:4).,This is the region.in

whieh undershoot phenomena are investigaleÇ.,;,$ç.cetera'bion ofl':the message

is also achieved by mergíng or omitting segments" It r¡ras demonstrated in

section 3 that syllable contraction is only possible in some messagesr '

and the exampres that occur arer as suggested above, rangely habitual' 
'

The dífficu1t, perhaps impossible, point í'o:: theories of reduction to de-

cide is (i) whether segments are'casually dropped because accelerated speeph

happens to leave ns'rciom'foi;them, or Ii:-) whether the¡, are :delil:eriately ì

omitted, for whatever reason,, u,ith consequent acceleratÍon of the message':.

Is the úestructuring of articurlation: accidental oi' cleliberate? Possibly .

both sitr¡ations are true. 'It' is typical r:f meny languages that certain

weak vowels áre omitted betr,,,eeñ obstruents and liquíds¡ for example' Latin

vestibr lum , Freh€h .g,.Ff-llsl, Engl is h É".}i!jlg!s. The conventional o,,¡¿¡lþ s¡..,

than tempo-dependent, natuy.e of.such reductions'is under-'l-ined when.hyper-

correct-fôrms appear with spur'í¡us vowelsr:¡* in Latin .åae-,-çfg[g*' f '

It îs' not easl to observe an increase in ternpo that can rbb related;,tol

rerluctions of the synkope type. A meas;elt'ed av'ticula-iinn: rate represe¡ts' :; i

the sum of: the, vari.ous inf1t.¡ertces acti-ng'en tire tempor"al characteristics :

of speecþ arid' îeflects tl're consequerices of reduci;j-ons rather than'the drive

that" ls'postuL'ated to have bccasioned ,them, There is 'a grave clanger' that

afgumdnts and'proofs may: becorne iirculár. Tlre:articula'bion rate follows r,.

increasef, tempo so long as se?rïents are shortened oniy" But when segmen"ts -

j r r' , :. t,:, ... ..;... ,.j
..:.

dfsappear, a paradõxj-cal stowing of the physio.logi.cal 'arbiculationi'r:ate
' :i : ... . : " ..

can occur if syllätiÏës arti contractëel;'-as in ggIlgpL -'-1g!ggs"*.i One way

',; . ; ,:
x suppóåe å aentenqe were Lttter.ed ,i1.. 

'çyllqbles in,t, åeËond" .àt a raie
;f-;|-i-^ urii;l;, ana then repeqted more {uickry'i.i ih" brierer duration
of t, deconds but now in (n - 1) syflables fo1-lowing reduction.'The'new
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round this diffíoulty is to refate reductions to the rate of transmission

of the unreduced forms (cf. section 3, where, a rate of 13 sylls/sec was

possi-ble for the message the Americans thanks to reduction to

[ði * ê r k I z]); but this procedure takes for granted that the first

of the two interpretations outlined above for the tempc.iraduction relation-

ship is always true.

The question has sometimes been raised whether the articulators actually

move faster when tempo increases. The interpretation usually placed on :

the undershoot phenomenon is that the articulator does not travel so far

when time is restricted. But this te1ls us nothing about ar,ticulator vB-;

locity except that it has not accelerated sufficiently to compensate for

the shorter duration. In the case of labial closure, however, Gay and Hi-

rose (1973) found both an increase in the act:ivjty lerreì nf- tl re mr rsr:'l.esi

and an increase in the velocity of_ these articulators for increased speak-

ing rate. Kozhevnikov and Chistovitctr (1SOS: 1SOJ haU found that peak

Iower lip velocity during a closing movement vai¡ied with the initial mag-

nitude of opening and this was subsequently confirmed by Ohala et alia

I fgOg), Ohala I 1SZOI 138), with respect to the mandible. Kent and Netsel

(rcll) fOunU that velocities increased with degree of stress, v'rhich they

attributed to the greater distances travelled in stressed syllables and

the generally hiEher leve1 of activity associated with stress. The con-

verse should be expectecl in accelerated speech where stress levels aile ge-

rate ís [n - l)lt, syLls/sec. It is given that t, tz seconds, but any
of the follwoing Felations between the net syllabì-e Fates is possible:

! ) [q:l) ! ={n;t) l¿(n;l)r'{..:; .. t t. - t- t \ t--1 -; tr - tz *1t tz

For exarnple in the case where ñ = B syllables and t n = 2 secondsr the
following values fcr tZ will make'6ach of' the three'relations true:
tà>,1.75*secs, t, = f .i5 secs and tr( 1.:?5 secs respectÌvely" 

'
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nerally .lower.-Kent and .Molf .( E??) ,f,?yld that the ,r.nandible travel!.ed shor:t-

er di-stances and did indeed. tend to ryove moqe slovyly At faster spqaking

rates... They.found thgt t!,,e tongue body accelerated.duqing the closulT ,:

gesture to g.so..that Íts peak velocity depended on the dj-stance travelled,, .{ .-... .,, . .,:l

which was largel)¿ .detçrmÍned by the .preceding vowel ffuqlfeqt fyp 9r a1d

so on)r,.Ag.in, the peak velocities were sligþtly slor¡er at the fastel

rate duç to tþe shorter ar.tiçuletor excursions. Changes of rate l'ttU fittf*.''..':
effect on tongue.tÍp velocitll but the tio c3qta*nlv did not move fastIl,,,

at f,qgter sp-eakf¡¡q.rates, lh?,,o"!erq1 
picturg,tlrgrefgrg seem3 !o be !n"4., ,

the lips compengq!? fp".a sho¡lef :qgm:nt dyra!,,ron by incleasing-therr

velocity at faster rates, whereas the tongue and mandÍble accblerate
:':;....- ,..; ;..,:..-.'. ,, :: ) .' ..t...,..... - 

.- ' : :.... - r -. ,:..i

during.gestures and the peak velocity therefore depends on the distance
--:j,- '^ì r'..... '-'; ,.' i:: : - :' it,. .. : .'*--.: .j .

travelled, which is usually slightly less at faster rates and the peak ve-
i 

: - ¡:r¡'\" t

locitv.goT"::pi:di!1x r"t^t:1,,?.or 
r;,-: . -,-..--j. : :-. . ,l -::::., .:.,..,r:...,.rî :.,:.i :..::1..-::,:

"'. .-. ]: .i

B. ._IN|9HMATI0N GoNTENT

The interest in the application of information theory to linguistics in
.... .-. : -. -_.-., ,....':- , .-, ::.:..:....1 : '-,:-l-..-.-:r.,'5. .. . ..:. ..;...-.:,... l'

general and to speech in particular was probably at its height about a
* ::.,:: -': j:: - :..:.i': ;,:;:".¡r- ....'."- ..-'-,. ì...,. -. ....'-

deeade ago. It was quite natural that speech rate, beíng concerned wíth
-.:...1...,.::r-.:: '.-. .. "i .r::_::...-- ,., .-"-.. .. -;--.

how fast we compose, transmit and receive spoken messages, should also
.. . '.. :::..'l . - -...i:': - : ' . - . .

have been viewed from this ang1e.
..' :.i

Karlgren (ßAZ, and an unpublished thesis) aimed to investigate the

efficiency of the linguistic ccmmunication process and the appropriateness
.\r " ìi;: .i-ï-i .::.,.; r' . , - -....;. .,. .._ . -.ì I .- -r.. --.:-...:-..,.'. 

_

of ínformation theory models for quantitative treatment of language. He
'¡. .. ,.: '. ;.: . ...::i'1.: ,-, l. ....;:- -,:. rj.î; '.' '. ' .-.._' -.: 'i :,..' .. '

aspired to adapt the existing theory to the special needs of linguistÍcs -
,.: -t.'.' :..'- . :.r'.'-:..r - . i...-.:r'. :... ,- .. ..

to buíId a linguistic communication theory.

Goldman-Eis1er examined the function of hesitation pauses in the light
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of information theory (variations of pause durations had been found to be

largely responsible for veriations of the talking rate). $he regarded

hesitation pauses as manifestations of the general blocking of activity

occurring when organisms are confronted with conditions of uncertainty.

The speaker being faced with an act of choice in the organization of his

utterance, This bypothesis was tested by relating the incidence of pauses

':ín spontaneous utterances to the information content of the words consti- 
_

tuting them. The experimental evidence showed that i'the close relation
I

found to exist between pauses and informabion on the.one hand and fluency

oF speech and redundancy on the otheb, seems to indicate that the inter-
|:polation of -hesitation pauses in speech is A necessary condition for such

' "' an increase. Delay is thr.¡s an important element' in the production of in*

formation" (1958' 1961. dJ.

. Ficket and PoLLocf< tæOa), consídering the reLative intelligibility of ' '

smal-l messages pronounced slowly and well versus large rapid and garbled

messåges, found a balanced trade-oFf between thn two, the former providing

.more acous.tj¡ elues to identification, the'latter morÊ'semantic cluesr-,'

. Verzeanor i.nvestigaLlng disturbanees ts normal speech patterns, €X-..

plained the higher frequency of shorter phrases in the speech cf post-lo-

bectomy patients as follows: the operation timits the complexity of the

eoneepts the subject may forrn and 'bhus the,Iength of the phrases in which

these coneepts are expressedn and in order to transmit the sarn€ amount of
' . . ' :..

ínformation in shorter phrase units he has to increase his phrase frequency.

.- The idea.that the relationship betweenl"pL.Ling ;.rt" und:'línformation

content can be =u"n åu a consequence of the speaker+s brain ccnstitutíng :

-the naruowest section-in the production channel has also been expressed

by several authors. There is a physiological functioning limit of the speech
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organs but their capaeity is nevertheless adequate for any message the

brain can creäte, so that'the bottle-neck appears to be central rather

than peripheral. This is demonstrated by Lehiste's experiment comparing

voluntary tongue tip gestures with the vibrations of a trílled r Isee

section 4), Tfre receiving side woutrd also s€em to have'ample pr:ocessing

capacity - Sigurd (lSll) quotes several sources to the effect that per-

ception is faster than production [reading than writing, listening than

speaking). Electronic methods for accelerating speech recordings have beqn

devised, enabling, for exampler' the blind to increase their rate of infor- '

mation intake as'compared with normal speech rates (scnroeder rÈt alia

1gS5). Speech'can be followed, though with difficulty, at rates,approach'¡

ing 400 words a rninute (0rr et alia 1965r euoted by Liberman et alia

196?, and Fairbanks et alia 1957).

-.. ... .j. .t

9, THE PEBCEPTION CIF TEMPO : :': 'i

Goldman-Eisler IfSSB) found that what is'commonly perceived as'the speedr'.,

of:talking is determined by the halts and pauses which interrupt the flow

of speech, rather than the speed at which the actual speech poÙements are

perf ormed. ' '' 
'

'*ûsser and Peng investigated the often expressed belief that f'orelgn r,':

länguages are uttered more quickly than one's own natlve tbnguij; They found

no significant differences in the rate bf phoneme'production'between five

American and five Japanese sp=akersr.'' They speculate that a listenerr. being

uhfamilíar úvi:th the relevancy of acoustib fleatur"es of the foreign speechl''

is bverwhelrned by the flow of information whereas he has'fearned to d,is;' I

rÞgard features that are'irrelevant in his' own. Ianguage.

-'Picket and 'Pollock tdsted the relative intelli.gÌbility of sequences of
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equal duration consisting ei-ther of short carefully pronounced messages

or longer rapid and garbled messages. They formulated their notion of a

trade-off between acor.¡stic and contextual clues at dífferent, rates (tfris

can be related to the view outlined previously that the reductions of

normal contÍnuous speech are concerned with codi-g effic,iency, enabli-ng

the message to be successfully transmitted at faster rates) .

10, EXPERIMENT DESTGN i

In the literature referred to, the experimental situation has rnostly been

concerned with evokÍng variations of tempo. Sometimes'informants have 
:

been asked to speak slowly, normally or quickly, at others a target rate

has been dictated by a signal. In one case, the differences between. ngrmal

personal constant rates of several individuals were explr:ited.,

There are occasions, howver, where investigators have sought to elimi-

nate speech rate effects by holding it constant in the experiment or by

suitable statistical treatment of the results. 
:

Most textbooks of phonetics only mentíon tempo in passing, merely noting

that it exists, perhaps with a warning attached that it can influ€nce €X-

periment results. Stetson et alia ( tS+O) showed how consonant palategrams

vary with changes of duration induced by varying the speaking rate - con-

tact areas diminished and the contact locus was gr,adually shifted as dura-

tions shortened. Lindblomrs and Gay!s investigations are ailso a warning

that'vqwel spectr:a are related to duratjon. This must be borne in minfl, 
,

for example, when comparing physiological or spectral data collected under

different conditions for cross-Iinguiti-c or dialect comparisons. Obsgrved

differences may be.temporally rather than linguistically conditioned, Dif-

ierences between phonetic and lÍnguistic constraints on the temporal pr.g-
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pertieÊ of speech have been discussed at length by l-ehiste ( '¡SZO: chapt 1).

The influence of speaking rate has probably been most keenly dreaded

ín studÍes of presumed intrinsic durations of ,phpneqes' Lehiste and Peter-

son [196t:' 1?) wer'è troub]ed by the nèed to eLiminete the;'ínfluence of

tempo in orderrto disôover the presumed intrinsic duratiqns of vowels.

Their test items were embedded in a test word placed in a çonstant sen-

tence frame. On completing the experiment, they tested various hypotheses

concerning the possible effect bf variation of fr:ame duration and stress

timirrg. ,They decided that varfations in rate of utterance had little ef- :

fect onr the duratlon of the syllables studied, but they' remained uneasy

and concluded that further investigation of the relation of tempo to seg-

mentrdureition was needed before,this variable could be,specified adequate-

.:LY,

Grdgoiski et:alia (lSZt) compared temporal variations in reco{dings . 
.:

made wfth controlled'speech rate (Aictated by a metronome) and uncqntrolled

(normal) Speech rate. Differences of variation were: not,signifiçant, and'

they concluded thdt, for the conditions investigated, 'the,''two methods :

producèd compÊìrable rêsults! :'. : ' ':

The eXpenience of::Kozheûnikov.and Chistovitch (e'SCIJ was that the nor-

mal raté-,éf indivídual speakef,s,rernåined constant over,longer periods of ,

time (they repeated recordings over a, period of months)'. Goldm"n-Eisler

also indicates that the rate of articulation is"normally'constant for'an

individual. We ought therefore to expect an informant's rate to remain

stable during a recording session, so that variations can be ignored and

When th informantl is to lists ibl
err to exper men disturbances ue to fatigue or nervousness ought

to be countered by the customary randomization of the order of the items'

For more exacting types of recording situation, it is known that the rate
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of articulation is not affected by the degfee of abstraction of the speech

task while the talking rate is, and some Ínterview situations oan influ-

ence the temporal orgánization of speech (eoloman-Eisler).

A far greater source of varíation of speaki-ng rate is to be found in

the differences between the normal rates of different indíviduals (ealten-

by 19è5, Goldman-Eisler 1961b and the differences between my informants

as reported aboúe). The influence of variations of tempo should only be-

ro*r u.rte when material from more than one informant is to be processed.

Lisker (forttrcoming) fears that "with the discussion of speech rate, the

focus of interest tends to become the individual speaker and thus peri-

pheral to the central concerns of phonetic research'r. Howevef, since

between-speaker variations of tempo are so large, it would be desirablÉ' ,

to treat each informant individually rather than pool data from several

j.nformant5. Nof is this necessarily the case for tempo on1y, but ís probab-

ly true wherever absolute physical measures are concerned - spectrograPhYr

radiography, electromyography etc, Dåta from several ínformants should

not be indiscriminately mixed. A sþeaker organizes his own physical cha-

racteristics into an individuaL system and the absolute magnitudes of

physical quantities signalling'partit¡ular phonetic features will function

within hts'own speech only, It is prcjbably more meaningf,ul to eompare

tendencies and'behaviour abstracted from several individual cases and

generalise from this, rather than from pooled data.
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1
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44 r1"
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Rate classes

syl1

2,AA-2.49

2.50-2.99

3.O0-3.49

3.50-3.99

4.OO4.49

4,5O-.4.99

5,00-5.49

5.5O-5.99

6.00-6.49

6.50-6.99

7.OA:7.49

7.50-7.99

8.00-8.49

8,50-8.99

9.O0-9.49

phrases:

hrase

Average number of consonants per syllable in all
phrases in the stated rate classes

A F. g, H

2,34

2.00

1.79

1.24

1,60

1.62

1.56

1.44

I r.sz)

( t.so)

( r.as)

I r.oo)

( t,¡s)

( r.eo)

[z.oo)

1.64

(e.oo) i 1.so)

1.58 1.62

1,59 1,63

I r.ea) 1.30

1.24
1.30

30 60

1.06

1.00

0.98

Io.so)

40200

Igþkj. The body of the table gives the average number of consonants

uttered per syllable for all phrases in the stated rate classes. Values

in parenthesis are fc¡r classes where only 1-3 phrases occurred.
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Tntraphrase articulation rate
sylls/sec/ phrase

6.50-6,99 7.AO-7,49 7.50-Informant

A Is.Br.Eng. )

G (G.Am,Eng. )

F (l,tt,Gr.Esk. )

H (swahili)

1.3o(2)

1,68 (?)

1.65 (B)

1.oo ( 15)

1.35 [3)

1.44 (5)

1,?o [ 1)

o.e8 [ 12)

1,1? (2)

1.25 ( 12)

1,39 (6)

o.e6 (4)

Tab}e 4, The body of the table gives the average number of consonants

per sy1lab1e in phrases uttered in the stated rate ranges. The number

of phrases is given in parenthesis.
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